
Even if your dog does not make contact with
sheep they can be harmed.
When confronted by a predator they will panic &
run blindly. Jumping over fences, getting tangled
in undergrowth, slipping & sliding. They sustain
injuries such as broken bones.
A pregnant ewe will spontaneously abort her
lambs.
The stress that a sheep feels in these situations is
enough to kill them.

SHEEP WORRYINGSHEEP WORRYING
#DontWorryMe

WHAT IS IT?

What Happens

The Consequences

Don't risk it, stay on lead 

If you are a first time dog parent you may
not be familiar with this phrase, particularly
if you live in the city & have no ties with the
countryside.
Sheep worrying is when a dog is on
agricultural land, off lead harassing sheep.
Dogs are predators & they all have prey
drive. Even the most placid, gentle dog has
the capacity to worry sheep.
Think how much your dog loves to chase
their ball or engage in a game of fetch with
you.
When something moves a dog will invariably
want to chase it & the more exciting the
chase becomes the more that prey drive
kicks in. 

If you are aware of sheep worrying you may
have seen graphic images of dead sheep &
lambs with their throats cut. Dog, in a state
of accelerated prey drive lose self control &
will go for the throats of sheep one by one. 
The National Sheep Association holds some
research on the frequency of worrying as
reported by farmers & the number of sheep
whose lives are lost this way.
Whatever your views are on animal
agriculture I think we can all agree that lives
lost in this way is something we all do not
want.

Sheep worrying is an offence & you can be fined.
A farmer also has the right to shoot a dog
dangerously out of control & worrying his sheep.
This happened in the town that we live in some
years ago.
An off lead dog had bolted in to a field of grazing
sheep & attacked them leading to the shooting.
Everybody in the town was upset, the farmer still
wrestles with what he had to do & of course the
dogs family were devasted.


